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BlackBerry 9790 is alternatively recognized as RIM BlackBerry Onyx III and RIM BlackBerry
Bellagio. The 3G device looks awesome and has got great features to work. The high supporting,
user-friendly gadget is dwelled with great quality physical features.

Physical Facets

Buy BlackBerry 9790 deals is cased in the dimensions of 110 x 60 x 11.4 mm and is having the
weight of 107 grams. The handset is attached with the beautiful 2.45 inches (~245 ppi pixel density)
TFT capacitive touch screen which is the main highlight of the device. The screen fabulously
presents 16 million colors and renders the resolution of 480 x 360 pixels. Along with that, QWERTY
keyboard and Optical trackpad are the other noticeable features of the gadget.

Memory and Battery

The phone is enabled to store 8GB and 768 MB RAM of data internally. Alongside, users can go for
memory card extension up to 32GB and can store more files and folders of their choice. Free
BlackBerry 9790 is charged with standard Li-Ion (JM-1) battery that provides stand-by time up to
432 hours (2G) / up to 408 hours (3G), talk time up to 5 hours 10 minutes (2G) / up to 5 hours 20
minutes (3G) and music play up to 33 hours. Playing games even for long hours is easy now.

Camera to Capture

The gimmick is blessed with the 5MP camera that captures good quality pictures in the resolution of
2592x1944 pixels. The phone also comprises of the camera auto focus and LED flash that helps
furnishing the quality of the pictures. Apart from that, features like Geo-tagging, face detection and
image stabilization are also there to support you. Also, you can go for recording pictures in the
BlackBerry 9790 Pay Monthly Contract.

Connectivity

GPRS, EDGE, Speed HSDPA, WLAN Wi-Fi, Bluetooth and USB are the superb connecting features
of the phone. Other than these, HTML Web browser is also there to make global connections and
GPS facilitates directing locations through BlackBerry 9790 Pay Monthly Deals.

Additional Features

Buy BlackBerry 9790 deals is installed with the high technology features such as SNS applications,
Document viewer, music (MP3/WMA/WAV/eAAC+/FLAC) player, video (MP4/H.264/H.263/WMV)
player, Organizer, Voice memo/dial and Predictive text input. Users can interact through the
messaging facilities of SMS (threaded view), MMS, Email, Push Email and IM.
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Check Out Best a 9860 Torch Pay Monthly, a 9780 White Pay Monthly , and a Blackberry 9790 Bold
Deals Contract Deals UK.
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